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About This Content

Standard-issue combat fatigues worn by Naked Snake during Operation Snake Eater.
Wear on sandy surfaces or among greenery to blend in, making it harder for the enemy to spot you.

* Can be used in "Standard" or "Naked" configuration.
* Usable by Snake or male DD Soldiers. (Not usable in MGO)

* You must proceed to a certain point in the story and meet the proper development requirements before this item can be
developed.
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Title: METAL GEAR SOLID V: THE PHANTOM PAIN - Fatigues (Naked Snake)
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Konami Digital Entertainment
Publisher:
Konami Digital Entertainment
Release Date: 20 Oct, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7x64, Windows 8x64 (64-bit OS Required)

Processor: Intel Core i5-4460 (3.40 GHz) or better; Quad-core or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 (2GB) or better (DirectX 11 card Required)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 28 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian
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game was bad. no one wanted to be m8s. censored &quot♥♥♥♥♥hat". 3/8. Great idea. Flawed execution so far and I usually
love games where you operate machinery. UI is extremely confusing, controls are clunky, etc. Needs a lot of work. This is very
early access so be forewarned. Asked for a refund.. This game is awesome, looking forward multiplayer ;). 9/10 blows.

Explanation: This game is gayer than 9 guys blowing 10 guys.. For the price, this is an excellent game, really gives you an
amazing sense of scale and wonder. The graphics on the steam version are for some reason much better than the one in the
oculus store. I played this on oculus rift and it definitely feels like theres no support. I'd love to see some updates, especially
since all the narrations aren't there yet.. You should buy Star Vikings. It is a game with a fantastic gameplay for those who 
enjoy puzzles. The Vikings attack the snails with hits that cause chain reactions creating a very good feel. The music
and all sound effects are exciting. It is a casual game in its essence but you need a lot of intelligence to do well in
puzzles. I really liked it.. Here is my 30Second Game Review on Dark echo: https://youtu.be/PjP5htKzZ10

This game is like being Daredevil in a psychological thriller. Sound is your only friend. Every noise you make bounces
off the wall, making you “see” a minimalistic impression of your surroundings. The effects - mesmerizing.

But you are not alone. You have to escape unknown creatures through mazes and puzzles. And when you make a noise,
they notice you as well. So find a safe path, unlock doors and escape death.

Play it with headphones on and all alone in the dark and every step will be filled with tension.

Made of 80 levels with a cool horror atmosphere and a lot of originality.

Seven claps out of ten.. I enjoyed the game-play a lot and the presentation is really good.

If you want to jump in at current state of early access I feel that there is enough here to hold you over while more
content is being developed.

You can tell this is a huge passion project with such a small 1 - 2 person ream, the consistent art direction and quality
of the game at this stage is really impressive, a lot of work most have gone into this game and I really wish them all the
success I feel this game deserves.
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was ok but they have dropped it again to bring out another game. disapointing. So I got to play this game during the free
weekend event. It is still in alpha and needs a little work but the devs are on top of it. The game scared the hell out of me the
first time I was killed by the demon. The devs are nice and listen. I will be buying this game in the near future and adding it to
my streaming rotation.. A really good interactive game, my 4 year old loves the game and it is helping him learn some valuable
keyboard and mouse skills.. Terrible boring repeitive puzzle game where all you do is swap numbers to make it equal a number.
Basically sudoku ripoff, but with annoying cutscenes and dialogue that happens every time you accidentally ex out of a level and
restart it, and half of which is unskippable. Pointless too as theres basically no story. Gameplay is trial and error and exact same
thing entire game. Bored after 5 min. Idled for cards. 2/10.. Just not a fun game at all. Heroes enter your dungeon and you try to
lure them to look at statues and enter your rooms so they become happy then you slay them collecting soul energy to make more
statues and rooms . the game just sucks sry ... old but good. Upon purchase of this game, and I am assuming this applies to any
game by this developer, the devs supply you with what is apparantly the demo version of the game; after so many games they
want you to pay for it again to buy a license. Checked their site; these games have free trial versions you can download from
them directly, so it's a really low blow trying to monetize the free trial. In essence they're trying to get you to pay for it twice.

Avoid any games from this developer on Steam like the plague; I myself will never purchase another game of theirs via Steam
ever again.

Gameplay wise, it's Bejeweled; if you liked Bejeweled, you'll probably like this.. ALL KEYBINDS ARE SET IN XBOX
CONTROLS. Do not buy without a controller!!!!
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